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Cellular Blinds / Panel Glides

Cellular blinds are a versitile energy saving window furnishing with insulating 

properties, designed to control temperature without compromising style. 

Easy to operate, either by a cord & chain or spring, cellular blinds are available 

in a range of colours and patterns. They are also available in light filtering and 

blockout materials, with either single or double cell honey comb layers – this 

makes them an excellent choice when insulating your home. Cellular blinds 

can work with all different sizes and shapes of windows and can have the top 

down and bottom up, standard cord control, spring operated or cord lock, & 

day/night applications.

Panel Glides
For a fresh, innovative way to furnish your windows then 

consider panel glides for a sophisticated alternative.

Panel glides are designed for versatility and perfectly suit 

sliding doors and windows, and can act as room dividers. 

Available in block out and translucent fabrics designed to 

achieve privacy or to assist in light control.

When designed with larger panels, this practical system 

creates an effective stylish approach to furnishing your 

windows or room.

Sheer Elegance
Sheer Elegance blinds combines the elegant light diffusion 

of sheer fabric with the stylish practicality of a privacy 

blind. The contemporary bold horizontal stripes effortlessly 

move from transparency to dim out.

Sheer Elegance can be adjusted sensitively to provide 

immediate privacy or transparency, or the blinds can be 

fully retracted to provide a clear view to the outside.

This revolutionary window blind provides 

exceptional light control and comes in a 

striking selection of fabrics, including light 

filtering and block out fabrics, and in a 

choice of colours that will enhance any 

room setting. These blinds can also be 

motorised.

Key Features and Benefits

• Fashionable and energy efficient 

• Suits any shape or sized window 

• Available in a wide range of 

colours 

• Superior insulating qualities 

• Available in light filtering, block 

out and sunscreen fabrics  

• Available in single or double 

‘honeycomb’

Key Features and Benefits

• A stylish approach to window dressing

• Available in block out or light filtering 

fabrics, for privacy or light control

• Can be used as a sophisticated room 

partition


